Party System Institutionalization and Economic Voting:
Evidence from India

Abstract
It is well established that countries’ institutional features can weaken economic
voting by diffusing responsibility for policy outcomes. We argue that local-level party
system institutionalization similarly mediates the link between the economy and vote
choice. We focus on one dimension of party system institutionalization: the strength
of party-candidate linkages in elections, measured by manually tracing the rerunning
patterns of some 80,000 candidates in Indian state elections 1986–2007. Using rerunning patterns to measure party-candidate linkages and rainfall data to measure the
state of the economy, we show that voters are more likely to reward incumbent parties
for economic performance when parties and candidates are aligned in consecutive elections. We address concerns of endogeneity in rerunning patterns by showing that the
results are robust to alternate measures of local-level party system institutionalization.
They are also robust to alternative measures of the state of the economy, and using
individual-level survey data.

An extensive literature in advanced industrial countries has emphasized the role of economic evaluation as a key factor in shaping how voters reward or punish incumbents (Key
and Cummings 1966, Lewis-Beck 1990a, Tufte 1980, Kramer 1983, Anderson 2007). Studies
of economic voting in developing countries provide more contradictory evidence for the phenomenon (Remmer 1991, Pacek and Radcliff 1995, Tucker 2002, Domı́nguez and McCann
1998, Ravishankar 2009). This is surprising, given that the stakes of a weak economy are
likely greater in a developing context with greater numbers of poor voters. Further, studies of both developed and less developed contexts show that the extent of economic voting
varies significantly across countries, within countries, and across groups (Lewis-Beck 1990b,
Powell Jr and Whitten 1993, Whitten and Palmer 1999, Anderson 1995, Bengtsson 2004,
Nadeau, Niemi and Yoshinaka 2002, Lowry, Alt and Ferree 1998).
To explain discrepancies in studies of economic voting, research has primarily focused
on structural and institutional factors that mediate the relationship between the state of
the economy and the vote (Lewis-Beck 1986, Powell Jr and Whitten 1993, Whitten and
Palmer 1999, Anderson 2000, Duch 2001, Duch and Stevenson 2008).1 These studies raise
two key points. First, economic voting relies on clarity about who is to be held responsible
for performance in office. For instance, when institutional features diffuse responsibility
for policy outcomes, the incumbents are more likely to be insulated from both positive
and negative economic voting. Institutional features such as proportional representation,
coalition governments, or weak intra-party cohesion in the legislature can therefore weaken
economic voting. Second, institutional features also shape what individual voters know
about politics. If voters are poorly informed about their political choices, and how those
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voting. For instance, voters tend to evaluate the economy in a way that is consistent with
their prior political beliefs. See Anderson (2007) for an excellent review of these studies.
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political choices shape the economy, then they might not be able to use elections as effective
accountability mechanisms.2
An important, but under-studied, factor that enables voters to hold incumbents accountable and gain information about the political environment is party system institutionalization. Following Chhibber and Kollman (2009, p. 4), a party system can be considered an
enduring pattern of electoral competition between parties for public office. Strongly institutionalized party systems are characterized by stable patterns of party competition, strong
party–voter linkages, clear ideological positions, and well-organized (or institutionalized) individual parties (Mainwaring and Scully 1995, Mainwaring 1999). We focus on an important
manifestation of party system institutionalization that is key to how voters assess a party’s
performance: the strength of party-candidate linkages, operationalized as the extent to which
parties and candidates maintain their electoral alliances from one election to the next.3
Strong party-candidate linkages enable voters to better assess a party’s performance in
office because they shape what voters come to know and believe about their politicians’
backgrounds, their policy preferences, and their electoral platforms. Where party-candidate
linkages are weak, parties often do not field the same candidates from one election to the
next, and candidates who are not renominated may rerun under a different party label. The
strength of party-candidate linkages, then, has important implications for vote choice: weak
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societies, voters are especially overwhelmed by new types of information and the excessive
demands of democratic institutions and practices.
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There are other manifestations of party-candidate linkages, such as floor-crossing during

legislative sessions, expressed ideological or emotional ties between parties and candidates,
rerunning rates, or the ease with which candidates can enter other political parties. In this
paper we focus on the changing electoral alliances between parties and candidates because
this dynamic determines the ballot choices voters face, and, hence, may affect voters’ ability
to determine whom to reward or punish for economic performance.
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party-candidate linkages mean that party brands provide little heuristic value to help voters
evaluate performance. Voters may be unsure about whether to reward or punish the party
or the candidate for their governance performance. As a result, weak linkages should result
in weaker patterns of economic voting.
The idea that stable party-candidate linkages are an important dimension of a wellfunctioning party system is fairly intuitive. Yet, as noted by McElroy (2003, p. 2), this
phenomenon “has received surprisingly little attention in the canon of political parties.”
This omission is not so surprising given that studies of parties and elections typically focus on Northern Europe and the United States, regions where candidates typically run for
re-election, and generally for the same party.4 However, research from a wide range of
countries—including Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, Russia, Poland, France, Italy, and Canada—
shows that weak party-candidate linkages are, in fact, a relatively common phenomenon
in both developing and developed democracies (Pereira and Renno 2003, Grose and Yoshinaka 2003, Kreuzer and Pettai 2003, Herron 2002, Desposato 2006, Heller and Mershon
2005, Shabad and Slomczynski 2004, Zielinski, Slomczynski and Shabad 2005, Kerevel 2014,
Snagovsky and Kerby 2018, O’Brien and Shomer 2013).
We examine party-candidate linkages and economic voting in the world’s largest democracy—
India. Elections in the Indian states are viewed as unusually chaotic with high anti-incumbency
voting, many political parties competing, and little evidence of economic voting (Linden 2004,
Uppal 2009, Ravishankar 2009, Suri 2009, Verma 2012). India should be considered a particularly hard case for the study of economic voting in the developing world, since voters are
generally thought to cast their votes on the basis of ethnic loyalties and patronage networks,
rather than policy promises or actual performance in office (Chandra 2004, Piliavsky 2014).5
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Yet, it is a good context in which to study economic voting because it is a large and diverse
developing country in which it is possible to access high-quality data at a disaggregated level.
To measure party-candidate linkages, we draw on a complete database of electoral returns
from some 3,700 constituencies (electoral districts) across 23 Indian states (from Jensenius
2017), and manually track the rerunning patterns of the top five candidates in each of these
constituencies across consecutive state assembly elections held from 1986 to 2007. Our data
includes information about approximately 80,0000 candidates, who were coded as rerunning
or not, and also as rerunning under the same party label or under a different one.
Using multilevel regression models, we examine the relationship between rerunning patterns and economic voting. We use several measures to capture the state of the economy.
First, using district-level rainfall data as an exogenous proxy for how well the economy is
doing at the local level, we show that places where incumbent parties fielded the incumbent
politician exhibited clear patterns of economic voting, while places where candidates did not
rerun or where candidates switched parties did not. We then show that these results hold
when we use data on nighttime light and changes in public sector employment as alternative
indicators of the state of the economy. Finally, we show that the same patterns also hold at
the individual level, using survey data from the Indian National Election Study (NES) 2004.
In the survey analysis, we use both the measure of rainfall deviation as well as responses
to a survey question on whether the state of the economy had worsened over the previous
five years. We show that in constituencies where the incumbent had run for the same party,
respondents were more likely to vote for the incumbent party if the economy was (or was
perceived as) doing well.
Much of the previous literature on candidate switching has focused on candidates opportunistically changing parties to improve their electoral fortunes (Desposato 2006, Heller
and Mershon 2005, Thames 2007, Kerevel 2014). In a similar vein, it is possible that parties
strategically seek to avoid being sanctioned for a weak economic performance by retiring an
incumbent politician, or that opportunistic candidates seek new parties in order to avoid
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individual accountability for the economy. Conversely, it is possible that parties are less
constrained by candidates when the economy is doing well and that candidates seek out new
parties when they have more confidence to carry an election in a good economic year. These
scenarios raise concerns about endogeneity for the patterns we observe.
We use three alternative measures of the strength of local-level party system institutionalization to address these endogeneity concerns: a weighted average of electoral party-switching
among the top five candidates in the constituency in the same election, a weighted average of
electoral party-switching among the top five candidates in the constituency in the previous
election, and a qualitatively coded measure of the internal organization of the incumbent
party based on a dataset developed by Chhibber, Jensenius and Suryanarayan (2014). These
measures are highly correlated with our main measure of party-candidate linkages, but are
less prone to the endogeneity concerns related to incumbent parties or politicians changing
alliances in response to short-term economic factors. Our findings remain robust to these
alternative measures of the strength of local party system institutionalization.
We also probe the relationship between our main measure of the state of the economy,
lagged rainfall, and rerunning patterns, and find that the economy does not predict incumbents switching parties. Our measure of the internal institutionalization of parties, however,
is a strong predictor of an incumbent’s likelihood of switching. Additionally, our main results
show that both parties and candidates in fact do worse electorally when they split their alliance: incumbent parties that reran their incumbent politician received about 10 percentage
points more of the vote share than parties that did not rerun their incumbent politician, and
28 percentage points more of the vote share than those whose incumbent reran for another
party. Together these results suggest that parties and candidates probably switch parties for
reasons other than the economy, and that when they do act opportunistically it is in weakly
institutionalized contexts.
Our paper’s most significant contribution is providing micro-level evidence of how party
system institutionalization may affect voting behavior, and in particular economic voting,
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in the developing world. There are few studies of economic voting in the developing world,
and many of them are based on highly aggregated data. By showing how party system
institutionalization mediates economic voting, we contribute one explanation for why we see
less economic voting in less-developed democracies. This can help to reconcile some of the
seemingly contradictory findings in the literature on economic voting.
This study also contributes to the growing literature on party-candidate linkages—an
aspect of party system institutionalization that has been “dismissed as simply an indicator
of weak parties” (Desposato 2006, p. 62). Party-candidate linkages are under-theorized,
their electoral consequences are not well understood, and to our knowledge we are the first
to use the rerunning patterns of individual candidates as a local-level indicator of party
system institutionalization. Our work is also novel for its focus on the electoral rather than
the legislative strength of party-candidate linkages. Whereas floor-crossing is an important
manifestation of weak party-candidate linkages (see Pereira and Renno 2003, Herron 2002,
Desposato 2006, Kerevel 2014), our data from India—where legislative floor-crossing was
made illegal in 1985—allows us to shed light on the relatively understudied phenomenon of
candidates changing parties from one election to the next.
We also speak to discussions about voting patterns in India. Much of the literature
on vote choice in India has focused on ethnic cleavages, electoral mobilization, clientelism,
and the structural features of the states’ political economy (see, e.g., Chhibber and Kollman
2009, Nooruddin and Chhibber 2008, Yadav 2000, Sridharan 2004). Our results indicate that
weak party-candidate linkages have a large effect on vote choice, including economic voting,
and have important implications for our conventional understanding of voting behavior. Our
findings indicate that where parties systems are institutionalized, with stable party-candidate
linkages, electoral dynamics in India resemble those in advanced industrial democracies.
Finally, we contribute a large original dataset on the rerunning patterns of about 80,000
political candidates across 96 state elections held in India between 1986 and 2007. These
data are the result of a massive coding effort, where rerunning patterns were manually coded
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by two separate coders to ensure a high degree of data reliability. We hold that our manual
coding is superior to efforts to trace candidates using name-recognition software, because
names of the same politicians often appear differently from one election to the next, and
different candidates often have similar names. We therefore believe these data will be a
valuable contribution to the rapidly growing field of Indian politics.

Party System Institutionalization and Economic Voting
We begin with the premise that weak party-candidate linkages are a manifestation of weak
party system institutionalization. As noted earlier, strongly institutionalized party systems are characterized by stable patterns of party competition, strong party–voter linkages,
with clear ideological positions, and well-organized (or institutionalized) individual parties
(Mainwaring and Scully 1995, Mainwaring 1999). Weak party-candidate linkages—which
we operationalize as the extent to which parties and candidates maintain their electoral alliances from one election to the next—is a direct measure of the stability in patterns of party
competition, and is made possible by weakly organized parties.
Well-organized parties are typically characterized by a routinization of intra-party procedures, including standardized rules for candidate nominations and leadership selection and
clear career development paths within the party (Huntington 1968, Panebianco 1988, Janda
and King 1985). Transparent intra-party rules for career advancement mean that candidates
cannot easily exit one party and enter another one, as doing so would require starting at
the bottom of a new party career hierarchy (Chhibber, Jensenius and Suryanarayan 2014).
Exiting candidates who switch parties will also have to invest in informing the public about
their new policy stances and to develop an independent brand from the party. Evidence
from the U.S. and Canada shows quite clearly that switching candidates suffer electorally in
the next election (Grose and Yoshinaka 2003, Snagovsky and Kerby 2018). As a result, in a
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polity with multiple institutionalized parties, candidates will be hesitant to leave their party
even if they have short-term strategic incentives to make such changes.
A similar logic applies to how parties approach candidate nomination. In institutionalized
parties, party leaders are likely to face resistance from rank-and-file members when they
attempt to retire candidates in response to short-term considerations.6 Parties are also likely
to be reluctant to give seat nominations to politicians from other parties because doing so
would prompt resistance from politicians who have climbed through the ranks.
Together, these incentives for politicians and parties to stay loyal to each other will limit
the extent to which parties and candidates change electoral alliances. In other words, where
several parties are institutionalized we are likely to observe more stable linkages between
parties and candidates—observable as high rerunning rates and few candidates switching
party labels from one election to the next.
Where parties are weakly institutionalized, the story is quite different. Both candidates
and parties may choose to switch alliances for any number of reasons. Studies of floor-crossing
in parliament have found politicians to be more likely to switch to another party if doing so
increases their chance of gaining attractive cabinet portfolios or committee memberships, to
further their policy interests, or if they think it will help them win future elections (Müller
et al. 1999, Thames 2007, Kerevel 2014, Radean 2019). Focusing on party switching from
the ruling party to the opposition party in Polish national elections, Zielinski, Slomczynski
and Shabad (2005) also found that incumbents were more likely to switch party when unemployment had increased in their district during their term in office. They argue that party
switching is a strategy for avoiding being electorally punished for bad times. They hold
that while the strategic incentives to switch party might arise in all party systems, weakly
institutionalized parties greatly reduce the transaction costs of switching. The implication
of this idea is that we should expect to observe weaker party-candidate linkages—low rerun6
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ning rates, high switching rates, and more lateral entry into established parties—in weakly
institutionalized party systems.
What are the electoral effects of weak party system institutionalization, expressed as
weak party-candidate linkages? We hold that weak party-candidate linkages should reduce
economic voting, as they shape voters’ ability both to acquire accurate information about
the election, and also to assign responsibility for the incumbent’s performance in office.
Stable linkages may serve as an information channel about an incumbent’s achievements
while in office either through a party’s campaigning, communication and branding efforts, or
by informing voters of a candidate’s constituency service. When linkages are weak, voters are
faced with numerous and likely conflicting messages about who is responsible for past events,
making it challenging to translate the information they receive into political choices. Stable
linkages are also central to whether voters are able to attribute correctly who is responsible
for performance in office, and hence reward or punish the party in power for changes in their
economic fortunes over an electoral term. If incumbent candidates or parties are eliminated
from the choice-set, or worse still, if the incumbent party and politician run against each
other, it will be difficult for voters to attribute performance. In other words, economic voting
will be conditioned by the rerunning patterns of candidates—particularly the incumbent
politician. As a result, we should observe more economic voting where candidates, and
particularly the incumbent, run for re-election for the same party.

Party-Candidate Linkages and Economic Voting in India
We study party system institutionalization and party-candidate linkages in Indian state
elections. Indian elections at both the state and national level follow first-past-the-post electoral rules and are held every five years. In the post-independence period, the Indian party
system transformed from being dominated by one party—the “Congress System” (Kothari
1964)—into multi-party coalition politics at the national level. While the Bharatiya Janata
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Party (BJP) has emerged as a dominant force in parliamentary elections more recently, politics in many states remain fragmented, with a large and often-changing number of parties
dominating different parts of the country.
State-level political parties in India are by and large weakly institutionalized—with low
intra-party democracy and dynastic or personalistic leaders—and are often reliant on weak
and fluid social bases. Focusing on the 15 largest states and elections between 1967-2004,
Chhibber, Jensenius and Suryanarayan (2014) find that parties often do not provide clarity
to politicians about their role in the organization—such as qualifications and procedures for
candidate selection, promotions, and succession planning.
Weak party insitutionalization in India’s state assemblies and parliament has historically
manifested itself as factional splits of parties and ‘defections’ (or floor-crossing) (Kashyap
1970). Party defections grew more numerous as the Congress party gradually lost power and
politicians saw opportunities in exiting to other parties. Rampant floor-crossing resulted
in the passing of the Anti-Defection Act in 1985, which disqualified elected members of
parliament or state assemblies who defected to other parties during their time in office.7
While the Act reduced the occurrence of legislative floor-crossing, it did not prevent other
manifestations of weak party-candidate linkages, such as low rerunning rates and candidates
rerunning for a different party. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to document these
occurrences systematically.
Candidate nomination in India is generally dominated by the party leadership (Sircar
2018). Party elites often select and drop candidates based on their background characteristics
such as their wealth (which indicates their ability to finance campaigns), their criminal
7
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There have, in fact, been several disqualifications as a result of this Act (see
[URL] http://www.prsindia.org/administrator/uploads/general/1370583077 Anti-Defection
%20Law.pdf). However, the Act has a loop-hole: it is deemed a party-split (and not a
defection) if more than one-third of the members leaves an existing party.
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background (a sign of their greater organizational capacity), and their education level (a sign
of their capacity to do the job) (see Vaishnav 2017). This approach to candidate selection
translates into high levels of churn in candidates from election to election. Examining the
2009 national elections, Sircar (2018) finds that only 53% of incumbent politicians ran for reelection, and only 41% for the same party. These characteristics of Indian political parties
and their candidate selection processes provides a good setting for testing our arguments
about the effects of weak party-candidate linkages on vote choice because the factors that
shape candidate selection are fairly exogenous to local voter dynamics.
Parties’ inattention to local dynamics and voters’ demands in candidate selection, and
high churn in candidates fielded by parties from one year to the next, should make it harder
for voters in many parts of India to evaluate the incumbent for their economic performance
while in office. Unsurprisingly, previous research on economic voting provides weak evidence
of it in Indian elections. Drawing on state-level data on economic growth, Ravishankar
(2009) finds limited overall evidence of an effect of economic performance on support for the
incumbent party.8 Analyzing individual-level data from the Indian National Election Studies,
Suri (2009) and Verma (2012) report a positive association between voters’ perception of the
economy and their propensity to vote for parties in the ruling coalition. But it is unclear to
what extent these patterns are driven by partisan bias, i.e., the extent to which voters say
they are satisfied with the economy when the party or person they voted for is in power.
In the next section we examine the relationship between the state of the economy and
vote choice at the state assembly constituency level, focusing on the role of party-candidate
linkages in mediating this relationship.
8
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Data and Key Variables
Our main dataset of electoral returns covers 96 state assembly elections held in 23 Indian
states between 1986 and 2007 (see table A.1).9 There are several advantages to restricting our analysis to the years 1986–2007. First, in this period, the boundaries of electoral
constituencies remained unchanged across most of India, allowing us to trace candidate rerunning patterns in the same constituencies over time.10 Second, we avoid the years from
the mid-1970s until the mid-1980s when many of the party changes were simply the result
of splits and mergers of the Congress Party. Importantly, it was not clear whether voters
perceived Congress factions such as the Congress (I) as “the same” or “a different” party.
Finally, the anti-defection law, which prevented politicians from voting against their party
in state and national legislatures, was passed in 1985. Using data from the period after this
law was passed means that the changes in party-candidate alliances that we observe for the
most part occur right before elections rather than during a legislative term.
Across the elections included in our data, an average of 10.7 candidates contested in each
electoral constituency. However, most votes were cast for a few candidates, resulting in an
average effective number of candidates of about three at the constituency level. We manually
coded the rerunning patterns of the top five candidates in each constituency in our data;
what position they held in the previous election, and whether or not they ran for the same
party. This manual coding covered the rerunning patterns of 79,486 candidates.11 Based on
9
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(1995) and Uttarakhand (2001) (Jensenius 2017, p. 21)—these states are therefore excluded
from our dataset.
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this manual coding we identified whether the candidates had run for election in the same
constituency in the previous election, and, if so, whether or not they were running under the
same party label.12 See Appendix A for further information about our coding choices, a list
of states and elections included in the data, and summary statistics for key variables.
In order to test our claim that economic voting is likely to be more pronounced in contexts with more stable party-candidate linkages, we first focus on the rerunning patterns of
incumbent politicians in power in each state assembly constituency in our data. Our main
explanatory variable is a categorical variable—Incumbent ran for the same party, Incumbent
did not rerun, or Incumbent switched party.13 We focus on the rerunning patterns of incumbents rather than all candidates in a constituency for two reasons. First, because economic
voting to a large extent is about punishing or rewarding those in power, the most confusing
scenario for voters should be one in which the incumbent candidate and party run against
each other. Second, we focus on incumbents in order to demonstrate the difference between
scenarios in which incumbent politicians rerun, in which they do not rerun, and in which
they rerun under a different party label. Still, importantly, as we have argued above, the rerunning patterns of incumbent politicians depend both on the organizational capacity of the
incumbent party and on that of other parties in the system. Therefore, rerunning patterns
should be considered measures of the institutionalization of the entire party system, not
just of the incumbent party. Therefore, after analyzing incumbent dynamics, we look at an
12
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aggregate measure of the party switching of all the top five candidates in each constituency
as a more direct measure of weak party system institutionalization (more on this below).
Figure 1 illustrates our main explanatory variable—rerunning patterns of incumbent
politicians. In 56% of the electoral races included in the dataset, the incumbent politician
reran under the same party label; in 17% of the races the incumbent politician switched to a
different party label; in the remaining 27% of races the incumbent politician did not run for
re-election. Figure 1 shows that the share of incumbent politicians running for re-election
was fairly stable across the years, with a slight increase in candidates rerunning for the same
party over time.
Figure 1: Rerunning Patterns for Politicians in Indian State Elections, 1986–2007
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Figure 1 also includes information about the rerunning patterns of the incumbents’ main
electoral opponents in the previous election. We use these data, and data on the fourthup and fifth-up, to create our alternative measure of local-level party institutionalization
Electoral switching. An average of about 26% of runners-up ran for re-election for the same
party, and another 15% for other parties. Most of the runners-up did not run for re-election.
Of third-placed candidates, only about 9% ran for re-election for the same party and another
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8% for another party. For the fourth and fifth candidates, few were found to have run for
re-election in the same constituency.
Altogether, these summary statistics reveal that in a substantial share of constituencies
in India between 1986 and 2007, there were weak linkages between parties and candidates
and voters often faced little continuity in party-candidate alliances across elections.
Figure 2 shows incumbent rerunning patterns for the first and last elections included in
our dataset.14 In the first election after 1985, we see that states such as Andhra Pradesh and
West Bengal had a higher rerunning rate; in Madhya Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, and Orissa
parties fielded a high number of new candidates; in Karnataka and Maharashtra we see a
high number of switchers. In the last elections in our data, there were fewer new candidates
and fewer switchers across the country. Here, Tamil Nadu stands out as a state with many
new candidates being fielded, and there are some switchers across most states. These maps
show that weak party-candidate linkages are relatively common across the country, although
there are clear differences both between and within the Indian states.
To measure the state of the local economy, we use district-level annual rainfall data.
India is to a large extent a rural economy with a substantial proportion of the population
working in the agricultural sector. The amount of rainfall an area receives is therefore an
important determinant of jobs and income in the agrarian sector and also a determinant of
food prices for both the rural and urban population.15 Rainfall can therefore be seen as a
proxy for local-level fluctuations in the economy that affect both rich and poor voters, and
14
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Figure 2: Rerunning Patterns for Incumbent Politicians in Indian State Elections in the
First (Left Panel) and Last Elections (Right Panel)

we use this measure as an exogenous indicator of the local-level state of the economy.16 The
indicator we use to capture variation in rainfall is Lagged rainfall deviation: the absolute
value of the standard deviation from good rainfall in a district in the year before an election.17
The measure runs from 0 to about 4.5, where 0 signifies optimal rainfall, and higher values
indicate more or less than optimal rainfall.
Given economic voting, we should expect to see a negative association between rainfall
deviation and support for the incumbent party. Our claim is that we are more likely to
observe this association if the incumbent politician reruns for the same party. If the incumbent politician does not rerun we might expect an attenuated negative association, and if
16
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the politician reruns for another party we may expect a positive association—as the blame
for the bad economy might fall on the politician rather than the party.
Our main outcome variable of interest is the vote share for the incumbent party in each
constituency. This ranges from 0–98%, with an average of 31% of the vote and a median
of 35.5%. India is a multi-level polity, where voters may punish or reward incumbents at
multiple levels: the party in power in the federal cabinet, the state cabinet, the party of
their member of parliament, or of their member of the state legislative assembly. We have
chosen to focus on the state legislative assembly since this is the level that voters are the
most familiar with, most often in contact with, and are the most likely to associate with the
economic changes that occur in their daily lives (Bussell 2019, Kruks-Wisner 2018). There
may also be patterns of voters punishing politicians at other levels, but we would anticipate
the strongest effects at this political level.
The models we present also include important controls. First, we include the vote share
for the incumbent party in the previous election (when they won the election), because the
vote share needed to win might be shaped by local dynamics. Second, we include the number
of electors in the constituency—an approximation of the population size in the constituency.
We also include the turnout and margin of victory in the previous election—indicators of how
competitive elections were in a particular constituency—and indicators for the reservation
status of the constituency. These variables are further described in Appendix A and summary
statistics are provided in table A.2. We standardize each continuous variables by centering
it at 0 and dividing it by two standard deviations.

Main Results
We estimate linear multilevel models (MLM) where we let intercepts vary by state, year,
and state assembly constituency (AC). This modeling specification takes into account the
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nested nature of the data.18 Table 1 shows the output from MLM models of the vote share
of the incumbent party regressed on incumbent politicians’ rerunning patterns and lagged
rainfall deviation.
Table 1: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Party System Institutionalization and
the State of the Economy, India 1986–2007
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Vote share
Vote share
Vote share
Vote share
Constant
Lagged rainfall deviation

29.8∗∗∗
(2.1)
0.1
(0.2)

Incumbent did not rerun
Incumbent switched party

37.3∗∗∗
(1.7)
0.0
(0.2)
−9.4∗∗∗
(0.3)
−25.8∗∗∗
(0.4)

37.9∗∗∗
(1.7)
−0.5∗
(0.2)
−10.5∗∗∗
(0.6)
−27.9∗∗∗
(0.7)
0.9∗
(0.4)
1.8∗∗∗
(0.5)

Rainfall × did not rerun
Rainfall × switched party
State, Year, AC Random Eff.
Control variables
N AC-years

Y
N
14322

Y
N
14322

Y
N
14322

38.0∗∗∗
(1.5)
−0.7∗∗
(0.2)
−10.3∗∗∗
(0.6)
−27.9∗∗∗
(0.7)
0.9∗
(0.4)
2.1∗∗∗
(0.5)
Y
Y
14319

Log-likelihood
−61881.9
−59792.2
−59784.0
−59491.8
Deviance
123763.9
119584.4
119567.9
118983.6
AIC
123775.9
119600.4
119587.9
119015.6
BIC
123821.3
119660.9
119663.6
119136.7
Note: Linear multilevel regression models, where constituency-year observations are nested
in states, constituencies and years. The few incumbent parties that did not run for
re-election are included and assigned 0% of the vote. Control variables included in Model 4
are vote share for the incumbent party in the previous election, the number of electors in
the constituency in the same election, the electoral turnout and margin of victory in the
previous election, and the reservation status of the AC.
∗
significant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
18

Time-series cross-section datasets have generated much debate in the political science

field. MLM models have become popular, as they perform better than OLS and fixed effects
models in Monte Carlo simulations (Shor et al. 2007). We ran fixed effects OLS models as
a robustness check, which are presented in table B.3 in Appendix B.
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In Model 1, Lagged rainfall deviation is the only explanatory variable along with state,
year, and AC intercepts. If voters punish the incumbent party for bad rainfall (economic
voting), this should be reflected in a negative coefficient. However, consistent with previous
literature, we find no evidence of economic voting in this model.
In Model 2, we include the categorical measure for party-candidate linkages. The incumbent politician running for re-election for the incumbent party is the excluded category.19
The intercept of 37.3 indicates the average vote share for the incumbent party, given that
the incumbent politician reran for the incumbent party. The incumbent politician not running for re-election is associated with a 9.4 percentage point drop in vote share for the
incumbent party, and the incumbent politician running for another party within the same
constituency is associated with a drop of 25.8 percentage points. This association shows that
the incumbent party suffers at the polls when it fields a new candidate, and particularly so
when the incumbent politician runs against it under a new party label. Further, it indicates
the importance of the “personal vote” of politicians in Indian elections, and the extent to
which voters’ loyalties may be split when parties and candidates run against each other. The
rainfall variable continues to be insignificant in this model.
Next, we test our argument that economic voting is conditional on the rerunning patterns
of the incumbent politician. Models 3 and 4 interact the rerunning variable and lagged
rainfall variable. Since the excluded category is that the incumbent politician reruns for the
same party, the lagged rainfall deviation coefficient can be interpreted as the reaction to bad
rainfall in places with strong party-candidate linkages. As expected, the coefficient for lagged
rainfall is negative and statistically significant in these models. This result shows that when
the incumbent politician reran for the incumbent party, voters responded negatively to bad
rainfall—evidence of economic voting. There is also a positive and statistically significant
interaction between the incumbent politician not rerunning and rainfall, indicating that the
19

In the 13% of cases where the incumbent party did not run for re-election the vote share

is set to 0. In Appendix B we show the same models with these cases excluded.
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economic voting pattern disappears when the party fields a new candidate. There is an even
larger and highly statistically significant positive interaction term between Lagged rainfall
deviation and the incumbent politician switching to another party.
Figure 3: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Bad Rainfall, 1986–2007
Incumbent reruns
same party

●

●

Incumbent does
not rerun

●

Incumbent reruns
other party

−2

Slope est.
95% conf. int.

●

−1

0

1

2

Slope for rainfall deviation

The interaction effect of rainfall and rerunning is illustrated in figure 3. Here we see the
predicted slope for Lagged rainfall deviation from Model 4 in table 1, for the situation of the
incumbent politician rerunning for the same party, not rerunning, or switching to another
party.20 We observe that in constituencies where the incumbent politician reran for the same
party there was a clear pattern of economic voting—the support for the incumbent party
was worse when the rainfall was worse. Inversely, the disadvantage of having the incumbent
politician run against the party was the largest when the economy was doing well. Where the
incumbent politician did not rerun there was no association between lagged rainfall deviation
and the vote share for the incumbent party.
20

The estimates and confidence intervals are based on 10,000 simulated values generated

using the variance-covariance matrix of Model 4. The intercept and the relevant rerunning
variable were set to 1, the reservation status of the AC was set to general category, and the
remaining variables were set to their mean.
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Alternative Measures of Party System Institutionalization
It is possible that the strategic actions of parties and candidates in response to a weak economy shape their decisions to maintain stable linkages across election years. Writing about
elections in Poland, Zielinski, Slomczynski and Shabad (2005) showed that an incumbent
politician switching to an opposition party when the economy was doing poorly boosted the
incumbent party’s vote share. However, they also showed that the probability of switching
itself was higher when economic conditions were bad.
Our argument emphasizes the weak institutionalization of party systems rather than the
strategic intent of parties and candidates as the central factor shaping rerunning patterns.
Theoretically, while parties and candidates may always be tempted to change alliances when
the economy is doing badly, they are only likely to do so when a weakly institutionalized
party system allows this type of short-term thinking. The institutionalization of politicians’
own parties clearly matters, but the institutionalization of other parties also matters, since
well-institutionalized parties are unlikely to accept the lateral entry of a candidate from
another party (see Chhibber, Jensenius and Suryanarayan 2014). The institutionalization of
the party system is therefore likely to discourage parties and candidates from strategically
changing alliances during elections.
It is particularly the incumbent party and candidate that have incentives to switch alliances due to bad economic times. Table 2 shows output from models where we have
replaced the measure of the rerunning patterns of incumbents with three alternative measures of party-candidate linkages that are unlikely to have been shaped by the economy in
the year before the election: a weighted average of the number of candidates (among the
top five) who switched parties in the election (Electoral switching),21 a weighted average of
the number of candidates who switched party in the previous election (Electoral switching
21

The candidates are weighted by their vote share in the previous election. See Appendix

A for further details.
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Table 2: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Party System Institutionalization and
the State of the Economy, Alternative Measures of Party System Institutionalization
Vote share
Vote share
Vote share
Constant
Lagged rainfall deviation
Electoral switching
Rainfall × Electoral switching

35.9∗∗∗
(1.6)
−0.6∗∗
(0.2)
−35.9∗∗∗
(1.1)
3.9∗∗∗
(0.8)

31.1∗∗∗
(1.9)
−0.4
(0.3)

−4.1∗∗∗
(1.2)
2.4∗∗
(0.8)

Electoral switching lagged
Rainfall × Electoral switching lagged

−14.6∗∗∗
(0.7)
1.4∗∗
(0.4)

Weak party organization
Rainfall × weak organization
State, Year, and AC Random Effects
Control variables
N AC-years

41.5∗∗∗
(1.9)
−1.0∗∗
(0.4)

Y
Y
14, 319

Y
Y
14, 317

Y
Y
14, 319

Log-likelihood
−60537.3
−61144.0
−61090.0
Deviance
121074.6
122288.1
122179.9
AIC
121098.6
122312.1
122203.9
BIC
121189.4
122402.8
122294.8
Note: Linear multilevel regression models, where constituency-year observations are nested
in states, constituencies and years. Control variables are vote share for the incumbent party
in the previous election, the number of electors in the constituency in the same election, the
electoral turnout and margin of victory in the previous election, and the reservation status
of the AC.
∗
significant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
lagged ), and a measure of the organizational capacity of the party in power in the AC in the
previous election (Weak party organization).22
The intuition behind each of these measures is that they are less endogenous to short-term
22

This is based on the state-level coding of parties by Chhibber, Jensenius and Surya-

narayan (2014). See Appendix A for further details.
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fluctuations in the economy, and by using these measures we can be even more certain that
what we are picking up is, in fact, the mediating effect of party system institutionalization
on economic voting. We find that this is indeed the case. Weakly institutionalized party
systems are consistently associated with weaker patterns of economic voting. The hardest
test is provided in Model 3, where we use a measure of the organizational capacity of the
incumbent party based on state-level coding of parties in India’s 15 major states. The
coding of this measure relied on historical sources and elite interviews on national and
regional parties in each state over a 30-year period. The coefficients for Lagged rainfall
deviation given Electoral switching and Weak party organization are illustrated in figure B.1
in Appendix B.
Finally, in table 3 we directly address endogeneity concerns in our data and show that our
main indicator of economic voting, Lagged rainfall deviation, is not a significant predictor of
the incumbent politician rerunning under a different party label. Our alternative measure,
Weak party organization, is on the other hand a strong predictor of the incumbent politician
switching party. This increases our confidence that we are indeed measuring the effects of
weakly institutionalized parties rather than of short-term opportunistic behavior.

Alternative Measures of Economic Performance
Our measure of economic performance, while attractive because it is exogenous to local political dynamics, raises a different question for our analyses: to what extent do voters blame
or reward politicians for rainfall, which they might understand to be out of the politicians’
control? In table 4 we provide two alternative measures of the state of the economy: the
night-time light in the election year (data available 1995-2007), and the number of government jobs there were in a constituency in 2005 (used with election data 2004–07).23 Here we
23

These variables were developed by Asher and Novosad (2017). See Appendix A for

further details.
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Table 3: Predictors of Incumbent Politicians Rerunning under a Different Party Label
Incumbent
Incumbent
Incumbent
politician
politician
politician
switching
switching
switching
Constant
Lagged rainfall deviation

0.3∗∗∗
(0.0)
−0.0
(0.0)

Weak party organization
State, Year, and AC Random Effects
Y
Control variables
N
N AC-years
10, 459

0.0
(0.0)
−0.0
(0.0)
0.3∗∗∗
(0.0)
Y
N
10, 459

0.0
(0.0)
−0.0
(0.0)
0.3∗∗∗
(0.0)
Y
Y
10, 458

Log-likelihood
−5326.8
−4977.6
−4955.7
Deviance
10653.5
9955.2
9911.5
AIC
10665.5
9969.2
9933.5
BIC
10709.1
10020.0
10013.3
Note: Linear multilevel regression models, with constituency-year observations are nested
in states, constituencies and years. Control variables included in Model 3 are vote share for
the incumbent party in the previous election, the number of electors in the constituency in
the same election, the electoral turnout and margin of victory in the previous election, and
the reservation status of the AC.
∗
significant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
should expect more light and more jobs to be associated with more support for the incumbent
party when the incumbent politician reruns for the same party. This positive association
should be attenuated when the party runs a new candidate, and is expected to be negatively
associated with incumbent party vote share when the incumbent politician runs against the
party.
This is exactly what we find when we include these variables. In Models 1 and 2 we
see that the vote-share for the incumbent party was higher in places with more night-time
light in the election year when the incumbent politician reran for the same party. There is
also a statistically significant interaction term between night-time light and the rerunning
patterns of the incumbent, with attenuated economic voting patterns if the incumbent did
not rerun and almost no remaining economic voting in areas where the incumbent politician
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Table 4: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Party System Institutionalization and
the State of the Economy, Alternative Measures of the State of the Economy
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Night-time light
Government jobs
Constant
Economy doing well
Incumbent did not rerun
Incumbent switched party
Economy × did not rerun
Economy × switched party
State and Year Random Effects
AC Random Effects
Control variables
N AC-years
Log-likelihood
Deviance
AIC
BIC

36.1∗∗∗
(2.6)
1.8∗∗∗
(0.3)
−5.5∗∗∗
(0.9)
−23.3∗∗∗
(1.1)
−0.2
(0.4)
−1.2∗
(0.6)

36.3∗∗∗
(2.0)
1.6∗∗∗
(0.3)
−4.5∗∗∗
(0.8)
−21.7∗∗∗
(1.1)
−0.4
(0.4)
−1.3∗
(0.6)

39.3∗∗∗
(2.4)
1.6∗
(0.8)
−7.0∗∗∗
(0.7)
−24.3∗∗∗
(0.9)
−0.3
(1.3)
−3.8∗
(1.8)

40.0∗∗∗
(2.5)
1.5∗
(0.7)
−6.9∗∗∗
(0.7)
−23.1∗∗∗
(0.8)
−0.6
(1.3)
−3.8∗
(1.7)

Y
Y
N
7508

Y
Y
Y
7506

Y
N
N
2876

Y
N
Y
2876

−30842.2
61684.3
61704.3
61773.5

−30512.0
61024.0
61052.0
61148.9

−11825.9
23651.8
23669.8
23723.5

−11679.4
23358.7
23384.7
23462.3

Note: Linear multilevel regression models, where constituency-year observations are
nested in states, constituencies and years. The few incumbent parties that did not run for
re-election are included and assigned 0% of the vote. Control variables included in Model 4
are vote share for the incumbent party in the previous election, the number of electors in
the constituency in the same election, the electoral turnout and margin of victory in the
previous election, and the reservation status of the AC. The government jobs variable has
been rescaled by centering it and dividing by two standard deviations.
∗
significant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
switched parties. Similarly, in Models 3 and 4 we see the same patterns in places with
more government jobs. The coefficient for the economy doing well from Models 2 and 4 are
illustrated in figure B.2 in Appendix B.
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Economic Voting Using Individual-Level Survey Data
In the previous section we showed evidence of economic voting using data at the electoral constituency level. However, as economic voting is an individual-level decision, it is important
to show that the findings at the aggregate level also hold at the individual level. Additionally, this allows us to look at how our findings correspond to patterns in the individual-level
data used in previous studies of economic voting in the Indian context (see Suri 2009, Verma
2012). We use data from the 2004 National Election Study (NES), conducted in the aftermath of the parliamentary elections of 2004. The NES has data on a random sample of
27,189 electors from across the Indian states. The outcome of interest is whether or not
an individual voted for the incumbent party in their parliamentary constituency (PC). The
main explanatory variable is the rerunning patterns of incumbent politicians, coded at the
PC level.24 The survey also included questions about voters’ perception of the economy—a
measure of the perceived state of the economy. To avoid the partisan post-justification bias
that may be associated with such subjective measures, we also use Lagged rainfall deviation
as an exogenous proxy for the state of the economy.
Table 5 shows the output from MLM models looking at the association between incumbent politicians’ rerunning patterns and voter’s propensity to vote for the incumbent party
in their PC. Individuals are nested in PCs. At the PC level, the majority (238, or 66%)
of incumbent politicians reran for the same party, 22 (6%) ran for another party, and 101
(28%) did not rerun. When we nest individuals in PCs we consequently have little power
for the category of incumbents running for another party. In these models we have therefore
collapsed Incumbent rerunning for another party and Incumbent does not rerun into a single
category: Other party/not rerunning. This change gives us a bit more power for the estimates, but does not substantially change the size or direction of the coefficients (see table
B.5 in the Appendix).
24

See Appendix A.2 for further information about the data.
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In Model 1 in table 5, we show the association between the state of the economy and
voters’ propensity to vote for the incumbent party in the PC. The state of the economy is
measured as 1 if respondents said that the economy had “worsened” over the past five years
and 0 otherwise. If voters voted on the basis of the economy we should expect a negative
coefficient, which we do in fact see in the model. This is consistent with previous findings,
that a self-reported positive view of the economy is associated with voting for the incumbent
party and vice versa.
Table 5: Propensity to Vote for the Incumbent Party in the PC, NES 2004
Worse
Worse
Rainfall
Rainfall
economy
economy
Deviation
Deviation
(Intercept)
Economy

−0.65∗∗∗
(0.05)
−0.26∗∗∗
(0.05)

Other Party/Not Rerunning
Economy × Other/Not Rerun
PC Random Effects
Controls
N PCs
N respondents

Y
N
361
17, 640

−1.54∗∗∗
(0.08)
−0.36∗∗∗
(0.07)
−0.24∗
(0.11)
0.20
(0.11)
Y
Y
361
17, 640

−0.75∗∗∗
(0.08)
0.04
(0.05)

Y
N
361
17, 640

−1.45∗∗∗
(0.12)
−0.11
(0.07)
−0.51∗∗
(0.18)
0.24∗
(0.11)
Y
Y
361
17, 640

Log-likelihood
−10783.5
−8599.1
−10799.5
−8612.4
Deviance
20512.0
16245.3
20541.0
16271.8
AIC
21573.1
17220.3
21605.0
17246.8
BIC
21596.4
17305.8
21628.4
17332.4
Note: Multilevel logit models. The individual level data are nested in PCs. Control variables: Vote for the incumbent in the previous election, woman/man, Muslim/SC/ST/other
and Urban/Rural.
∗
signif icant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
In Model 2, we include an indicator for whether the incumbent politician reran for the
same party, an interaction term between the economy and the rerunning patterns of the
incumbent politician, and also other individual-level controls: indicators for the person voted
for the incumbent party in the previous election, for whether the voter was a man or a
27

woman, the community of the person (Muslim/SC/ST/other), and whether they lived in
a rural or urban area. Based on our theoretical discussion, we should expect to observe a
clearer pattern of economic voting (a bigger negative coefficient) in PCs where the incumbent
politician ran for re-election for the same party and we should expect the interaction term
to be positive because the tendency to punish the incumbent party is attenuated if it runs
a new candidate. These are exactly the patterns we see in Model 2.
In Models 3 and 4 we run the same models, but with Lagged rainfall deviation as an
alternative measure for the state of the economy that is less prone to the post-justification
bias of saying that the economy is doing well because one supports the incumbent. Here, too,
the coefficients move in the directions we should expect. In the model without an interaction
term, the rainfall deviation variable is positive and insignificant at conventional levels. Once
we include the interaction with rerunning patterns, the coefficient flips and grows larger,
and it is significant at the 10% level. As expected, we also see a strong, positive, and
statistically significant interaction between rainfall deviation and rerunning patterns. These
individual-level patterns are therefore consistent with what we observe in the AC-level data.

Conclusions
Economic voting is a well-established phenomenon in advanced industrial democracies. In
democracies in the developing world, however, the link between economic outcomes and the
vote is not as clear cut. In this paper we have argued that party system institutionalization,
operationalized as the the extent to which parties and candidates maintain stable electoral
alliances from one election to the next, is key to understanding voting patterns. Whereas
stable party-candidate linkages are assumed in much of the literature on elections and voting,
studies from across the world document weak linkages. In some countries parties regularly
split, merge, or change their names. In others, legislative floor-crossing is rampant. And
in still others, such as in the Indian states, parties change their candidates from election
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to election and incumbent politicians often end up running against the incumbent party.
From a voter’s perspective, this results in confusing electoral options and weaker party-voter
linkages making it unclear whom to reward or punish for economic performance in office.
Using constituency-level data from the Indian states, individual-level data from the National Election Studies of 2004, and data on rainfall, employment, and night-light provision,
we show that where incumbent politicians reran for the same party there was clear evidence
of economic voting. Importantly, our findings are robust to alternative measures of party
institutionalization at the local level, which seek to alleviate concerns about the endogeneity
of candidate selection to economic performance.
Our findings have implications for studies of candidate selection that seek to understand
whether providing voters with more information about candidate performance or candidate
quality increases the extent to which voters hold candidates accountable. Our results suggest
that the strength of party-candidate linkages is an important criterion for holding candidates
accountable for past performance, and for voters’ ability to select competent future leaders.
If parties routinely change candidates for reasons unrelated to performance in office (such as
wealth and muscle power), or if candidates switch parties from election to election, voters
will be unable to use elections to hold candidates and parties accountable for performance
in office. Importantly, providing more information about individual candidates will do little
in the way of improving accountability.
Our findings also have implications for studies of anti-incumbency in the Indian states.
Overall, our results indicate that given stable electoral alternatives and clear party-candidate
linkages, voters in a developing context make their vote choice on the basis of the performance
of the incumbent in much the same way as voters in developed democracies do. Antiincumbency bias might therefore to a large extent be a function of weakly institutionalized
parties. Studying the institutional underpinnings of incumbency presents a fruitful avenue
for research in the future.
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Appendix A
A.1

Data and Coding of Variables

Assembly Constituency-level Data

The main dataset in this paper uses electoral returns and information about the rerunning
patterns of candidates in India’s state assembly constituencies. The election data is a subset
of the elections data that was downloaded from the website of the Election Commission
of India (ECI), scraped, and cleaned by Jensenius (2017). The dataset we use here covers
electoral contests in more than 3,700 state assembly constituencies (electoral districts) in
India between 1986 and 2007, or information about 96 state assembly elections held in 23
Indian states.25 The state elections included in the sample are listed in Table A.1.
The election data include information about each constituency in each election, the number of electors and the number of voters. There is also information about each of the
candidates running for election in each constituency, their party, gender, and the number of
votes that they received. Based on this we created the following variables:
Votes for the incumbent party: For each election we identified the vote share for the
political party that had won in the previous election. Parties that remained the same,
but changed name or label in the ECI data were treated as the same party.26 The
incumbent party ran for re-election in about 87% of the constituencies (and was among
25

These are almost all the elections held during this period, with the exception of

Arunachal Pradesh (due to missing data), Jammu and Kashmir (due to a delimitation of
electoral boundaries in 1996), Uttarakhand (because of a delimitation in 2001), and a few
elections that are missing for Northeast India.
26

This applies to different abbreviations for AIADMK (ADK, ADMK), as well as CPM

and CPI(M) in Kerala and West Bengal between 2001 and 2006. Since we start the data
in 1986, our data does not include the transition from BJS to BJP nor the splits and name
changes of the Congress Party in the 1970s and early 1980s.

1

Table A.1: State-elections included in our dataset and analysis
State
Elections included in the dataset
Andhra Pradesh
1989 1994 1999 2004
Assam
1991 1996 2001 2006
Bihar
1990 1995 2000 2005 2005.5
Chhattisgarh
1990 1993 1998 2003
Gujarat
1990 1995 1998 2002 2007
Haryana
1987 1991 1996 2000 2005
Himachal Pradesh 1990 1993 1998 2003 2007
Jharkhand
1990 1995 2000 2005
Karnataka
1989 1994 1999 2004
Kerala
1987 1991 1996 2001 2006
Madhya Pradesh
1990 1993 1998 2003
Maharashtra
1990 1995 1999 2004
Manipur
1990 1995
Meghalaya
1988 1993 1998
Nagaland
1987 1989 1993 1998
Orissa
1990 1995 2000 2004
Punjab
1992 1997 2002 2007
Rajasthan
1990 1993 1998 2003
Sikkim
1989 1994 1999
Tamil Nadu
1989 1991 1996 2001 2006
Tripura
1988 1993 1998
Uttar Pradesh
1989 1991 1993 1996 2002 2007
West Bengal
1987 1991 1996 2001 2006
the top five contenders in 86% of the constituencies). If the incumbent party did not
run for re-election we assign it a vote share of 0, but in Appendix B we show all our
models with these cases excluded.
Vote share for incumbent lagged: The vote share for the winning party in the previous
election in the constituency.
Electors: The number of eligible voters in a constituency. Because voters do not have to
self register this is an estimate for the number of people living in the constituency.
Constituencies had been redrawn with a similar population size in the early 1970s
but were not changed until 2008. Throughout the period covered by our data there

2

are therefore large differences in population (and number of eligible voters) across the
constituencies.
Turnout lagged: The number of voters divided by the number of electors in the previous
election in the constituency.
Margin of Victory lagged: The difference in the vote share of the winning candidate and
runner-up in the previous election in the constituency.
To create variables for the rerunning patterns of politicians, the top five candidates
in each constituency were manually coded as rerunning if they had been among the top
five candidates in the same constituency in the previous election as well. For the 79,254
candidates that we coded manually in this way we recorded their position in the election
and whether they ran again for the same party. We chose to use the top five candidates
because the vast majority of votes across constituencies go to the top five candidates (the
median is 99%), and manually checking all the candidates would be a massive task.
Considerable efforts were made to ensure data reliability. For most states, the work of
coding rerunning patterns was done by two different data companies, and the data were
compared and corrected until the two versions corresponded. In cases where the coders were
in doubt, we went through the coding ourselves—in practice, for ten of the states in the
dataset. After that, the most reliable coder was tasked with finishing the rest of the data.
Based on this work, the following variables were created to measure party system institutionalization:
Incumbent rerunning: For each constituency-election we coded whether the incumbent
politician was rerunning for same party, for another party or was not found among the
top five candidates.
Electoral Switching: For each constituency-election we calculated the weighted average
of the number of candidates that reran for a new party: Electoral Switching =
3

PN

i=1

Si,t ∗vi,t−1
.
Vt−1

In the formula, Si,t is an indicator for whether a candidate i was a

switcher in that election, vi,t−1 is the vote share of candidate i in the previous election,
and Vt−1 is the sum of the votes across the top five candidates in the constituency,
N , in the previous election. We chose to weigh the constituency-level measure by the
vote-share of the candidate in the previous election because it is likely of more political importance both for parties and for voters if the incumbent candidate—or other
candidates with a high vote-share—changes party label. This variable was used both
for the same elections and lagged.
We also included an alternative measure of party system institutionalization:
Weak party organization: This is a measure based on the qualitative coding of the internal organization of the largest parties in India’s 15 largest state, coded at the state
level for each election between 1967 and 2004 by Chhibber, Jensenius and Suryanarayan
(2014). We used the measure at the constituency-election level, by assigning a 1 if the
incumbent party in that constituency-election was considered “weak” at the state level
in the previous election and 0 otherwise.
To measure the state of the economy at the local level, we used three measures:
Lagged rainfall deviation: This variable is based on monthly gridded precipitation and
temperature data produced by the Indian Meteorological Department (Rajeevan et al.
2005, Srivastava, Rajeevan and Kshirsagar 2009), converted to yearly district-wise
figures by area-weighted averaging over grid points falling within a given district
(Blakeslee and Fishman 2014). Following, Cole, Healy and Werker (2012) we used these
data to calculate the absolute deviation of normalized rainfall from the optimum (which
they find to be 1 standard deviation above the district mean): |

Raindt −Raindt
Sd

− 1 |. In

our data, this variable runs from 0 to about 4.5, where 0 signifies good rainfall and
higher values means unusually high or low rainfall. The sample size is somewhat re-
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duced in the models where we include this variable because not all district names
merged correctly.
Nighttime light in election year: This variable captures the nighttime light at the time
of an election, as developed by Asher and Novosad (2017).
Government jobs 2005: This variable captures the number of government jobs at the
constituency level, as measured by the Indian Economic Censuses of 2005, as developed
by Asher and Novosad (2017).
Table A.2 provides summary statistics for all the variables just described—with the exception
of the rerunning variables, which are categorical. These are summarized in Figure 1.
Table A.2: Summary Statistics for Included Variables
N Min.
Max. Median
Mean
Votes incumbent party
16,587
0.0
98.2
35.5
30.9
Vote share for winner lagged
16,587
0.0
98.3
48.2
47.3
Electors
16,587 2,782 1,593,907 154,357 159,905
Turnout lagged
16,584
1.1
100.0
65.5
64.4
Margin of victory lagged
16,584
0.0
96.6
10.6
14.0
Lagged rainfall deviation
14,322
0.0
4.5
1.1
1.2
Nighttime light in election year 7,508
0.0
4.2
1.8
1.8
Government jobs 2005
2876
1.0
26383.0 1848.0 2336.3

A.2

National Election Study Data

The 2004 National Election Study (NES) was conducted by Lokniti, Center for the Study
of Developing Societies, New Delhi in the aftermath of the parliamentary elections of 2004.
The study consists of individual-level structured interviews with a random sample of 27,189
electors from across the Indian states. The survey was conducted in 22 languages, and census
data from the 2001 Indian census was used to ensure that there was adequate representative
of ethno-linguistic communities in the states with a particular focus on ensuring sufficient
sampling from marginalized groups such as scheduled castes and tribes. See www.lokniti.org
for further information about the survey.
5

To look at the importance of party-candidate linkages, we coded the rerunning patterns
of the top five politicians in each parliamentary constituency. This was done in the same
way as in the state assembly level data described above. These data were merged into the
survey data.
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Appendix B

Robusness checks

Figure B.1: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Bad Rainfall, Alternative Measures
of Party System Institutionalization
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Figure B.2: Vote share for the Incumbent Party Given a Good Economy
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Table B.3: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Rerunning Patterns of Politicians
(1986–2007), OLS Specification
Constant
Lagged Rainfall Deviation

Vote share

Vote share

Vote share

Vote share

46.7∗∗∗
(1.3)
0.2
(0.2)

51.8∗∗∗
(1.2)
0.1
(0.2)
−9.5∗∗∗
(0.3)
−26.2∗∗∗
(0.4)

52.5∗∗∗
(1.2)
−0.4
(0.3)
−10.6∗∗∗
(0.6)
−28.3∗∗∗
(0.7)
0.9∗
(0.4)
1.8∗∗∗
(0.5)

49.6∗∗∗
(1.2)
−0.6∗
(0.3)
−10.4∗∗∗
(0.6)
−28.1∗∗∗
(0.7)
0.9∗
(0.4)
2.1∗∗∗
(0.5)

Incumbent did not rerun
Incumbent switched party
Rainfall × did not rerun
Rainfall × switched party
State and Year Fixed Effects
Y
Control variables
N
N AC-years
14, 322

Y
N
14, 322

Y
N
14, 322

Y
Y
14, 319

R-squared
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
adj. R-squared
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
Note: OLS models with year and state fixed effects. Control variables included in Model
4 are vote share for the incumbent party in the previous election, the number of electors
in the constituency in the same election, the electoral turnout and margin of victory in the
previous election, and the reservation status of the AC.
∗
signif icant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
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Table B.4: Vote Share for the Incumbent Party Given Rerunning Patterns of Politicians
(1986–2007), Split into Constituencies that are Above and Below the Median for Share of
Rural Population
Rural
Rural
Urban
Urban
Constant
Lagged Rainfall Deviation
Incumbent did not rerun
Incumbent switched party

36.3∗∗∗
(2.0)
0.3
(0.3)
−8.5∗∗∗
(0.4)
−24.0∗∗∗
(0.5)

36.4∗∗∗
(1.8)
−0.5
(0.3)
−8.9∗∗∗
(0.8)
−26.0∗∗∗
(0.9)
0.9
(0.6)
2.2∗∗∗
(0.7)

Rainfall × did not rerun
Rainfall × switched party
State and Year Fixed Effects
Control variables
N AC-years

Y
N
7, 651

Y
Y
6, 787

38.5∗∗∗
(1.8)
−0.5
(0.3)
−9.8∗∗∗
(0.5)
−27.4∗∗∗
(0.6)

Y
N
6, 496

38.6∗∗∗
(1.7)
−0.8∗
(0.4)
−10.1∗∗∗
(0.8)
−28.5∗∗∗
(1.0)
0.2
(0.6)
1.1
(0.8)
Y
Y
6, 494

Log-likelihood
−31817.9
−28034.7
−27091.1
−26966.9
Deviance
63635.8
56069.3
54182.3
53933.8
AIC
63651.8
56101.3
54198.3
53965.8
BIC
63707.3
56210.5
54252.5
54074.3
Note: Multilevel regression models, where constituency-year observations are nested in
states, constituencies and years. Control variables included in the models in the second
and fourth column are vote share for the incumbent party in the previous election, the number of electors in the constituency in the same election, the electoral turnout and margin of
victory in the previous election, and the reservation status of the AC.
∗
signif icant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
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Table B.5: Propensity to Vote for the Incumbent Party, NES 2004, Full Coding of Rerunning
Variable
Worse
Worse
Rainfall
Rainfall
economy
economy
Deviation
Deviation
(Intercept)
Economy

−0.65∗∗∗
(0.05)
−0.26∗∗∗
(0.05)

Incumbent reruns for other party
Incumbent does not rerun
Economy × Other Party
Economy × Not Rerunning
PC Random Effects
Controls
N PCs
N respondents

Y
N
361
17, 640

−1.54∗∗∗
(0.08)
−0.35∗∗∗
(0.07)
−0.43
(0.22)
−0.20
(0.12)
0.09
(0.24)
0.22
(0.12)
Y
Y
361
17, 640

−0.75∗∗∗
(0.08)
0.04
(0.05)

Y
N
361
17, 640

−1.45∗∗∗
(0.12)
−0.11
(0.07)
−0.60
(0.43)
−0.48∗∗
(0.18)
0.15
(0.28)
0.25∗
(0.12)
Y
Y
361
17, 640

Log-likelihood
−10783.5
−8598.5
−10799.5
−8611.7
Deviance
20512.0
16245.3
20541.0
16271.4
AIC
21573.1
17222.9
21605.0
17249.5
BIC
21596.4
17324.0
21628.4
17350.6
Note: Multilevel logit models. The data are at the individual level, but are nested in PCs.
Control variables are whether the person voted for the incumbent in the previous election,
woman/man, Muslim/SC/ST/other and Urban/Rural.
∗
signif icant at p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001
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